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1 “What is time?”

The structure of time is critical for modern physics because the traditional one gives rise to in-
finities and inconsistencies. In one revision, Einstein unified time with space in a space-time of
greater isotropy than Galileo or Newton imagined, unmarred by an absolute present. Then Kaluza
attempted to unify space-time with electrical dimensions, to unify gravity and electricity, eliminat-
ing any absolute distinction between them. Here I describe, at a quantum level of detail, a still
greater isotropy—or symmetry, as physicists call it, which can mean either a bilateral symmetry or
a rotational one.

Most quantum theories today proceed as if nature had no logical depth, they float on the surface.
Newton put time on a deeper stratum than dynamical variables when he expressed dynamical
variables as functions of time. Heisenberg’s quantization, called canonical, modified the upper
stratum only. Here I describe a deep quantization, one that connects and quantizes deeper strata of
physics, such as a deep stratum of spin and charge; a middle stratum space-time events and time;
and a still larger higher stratum for histories. The proposed symmetry unifies quantum time with
quantum position, energy, momentum, spin, and the internal dimensions of the standard model.
I describe but one of many possible deep quantum models, and it will surely have to evolve to
survive experiment. They start without fields or a space-time, but with a certain infinite stratified
collection Q of possible quantum histories of the small system under study, represented by state-
vectors. As in most quantum theories, state-vectors combine by addition—representing disjunctive
quantum superposition—and multiplication—representing conjunctive catenation.

In most quantum theories, deeper strata like that of time are not described by state-vectors but
by states. For example, one may give values for time, but may not form quantum superpositions of
them. In contrast, deep quantum theories have state-vectors on all strata, and a quantum operation,
here called bracing, bridges the strata, binding any multiplicity on one stratum into a monad on
the next stratum, an atom of history.

Q, the language of these deep quantum models, is a quantum synthesis of the fractal and the
continuous: A network just like Q grows out of every element of Q, and yet Q can be continuously
rotated about the plane of any two monads in Q. Any dyad—product of two monads—defines such
a rotation.

Call a system that can be adequately represented in the language Q a Queue. Queues can be
complex networks of processes on several strata. Q can define Queues with a common sub-Queue to
be in contact, and can represent contact exchange interactions between Queues prior to constructs
of space-time or field.

On the contrary, space-time and the fields and quanta of gravity and the standard model can
emerge from these contact exchange interactions. The model ensures this emergence by Q-ing the
existing theories of gravity and the Grand Unified Theory (GUT)—translating them into the Q
language. This also deep-quantizes and regularizes these presently singular theories, eliminating
their troubling infinities. Q is a theory-doctor.
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Emerge! I begin with an analogy for the emergence of time and fields. A white-hot carbon vapor
does not transmit transverse sound waves, but it will if it condenses to a cold graphene macro-
molecule. The emergent transverse waves can then carry energy away from localized oscillations in
the molecule. This is the graphene analog of the emergence of cold space-time, vacuum, gravity,
and the standard model from hot chaos.

The graphene molecule is meant to be the analogue of space-time and the vacuum. The Q
vacuum space-time too is a single macro-molecule with the structure of a finite quantum cellular
shell truss, of great longitudinal extension, minimal transverse extension, and apparently rather
limited logical depth:

γΩ = · · · ��LL��LL��LL��LL��LL��LL��LL��LL��LL��LL �� · · · 6
-

10 internal dimensions

4 external dimensions (1)

This process does not occur within space-time, like a Feynman diagram, it is the space-time
process itself. It compresses 16 dimensions into two, however, and gives only one possibility in a
huge probability amplitude distribution necessary for the vacuum so(5) structure. The struts of
this shell truss are dyads. Each cell has 10 dimensions transverse to the shell, to account for the
GUT fermions, 4 along the shell, to account for spin on one stratum and space-time on another,
and two dimensions for the complex plane, not indicated. The cell itself is isotropic. Its symmetry
is broken by the shell-like vacuum, as the Earth breaks much of the Einstein symmetry. This pre-
sumably results in the great differences between internal and external variables, and between GUT
interactions and gravity. These interactions will disappear where the macro-molecule dissociates,
as at hot spots produced in sufficiently high-energy collisions.

Deep quantum theory is thus a quantum-relativistic elaboration of the classical crystalline-ether
theories of Newton, Young, and Fresnel. It descends doubly from Clifford: once from his “Space
Theory of Matter”; and once from the algebra that bears his name; for Q is a stratified Clifford
algebra.

Simplify! When Einstein and Heisenberg revised Newtonian ideas of time and truth, respectively,
they both introduced mind-boggling non-commutativities: Einstein of accelerations—boosts—and
Heisenberg of projections representing filtrations. Each moved thereby toward simple symmetry—
an important idea for this essay:

One symmetry may include another. The symmetry of the plane of Euclid includes the lesser
rotational symmetry about a given point. Clearly this lesser symmetry lacks the greater; for example
it lacks rotational symmetry about any other point. A simple symmetry is one that any non-trivial
subsymmetry lacks.

Neither Einstein nor Heisenberg attained the simple, nor intended to at first. Partial simplifica-
tion was a bonus. Then Kaluza simplified a symmetry deliberately, to unify gravity and electricity.

Extrapolating, Segal predicted—briefly—that we are going to truly simple structures [3], a truly
unified theory (TUT?).

Further intentional simplifications have indeed been made since then: the Penrose spin network
model simplifies the sphere; the Palev statistics simplifies Bose statistics; the Georgi GUT simplifies
the standard model charge structure; and the Vilela Mendez space simplifies the space-time-energy-
momentum structure of special relativity. The simple is not only beautiful but also structurally
stable and finite, and eliminates troublesome zero-point vacuum values. Most of all, for the present
work, simplicity is a compass to guide one through the jungle of possible theories.

The dominant non-simple structures today are the canonical relations of Heisenberg. These
occur in the theory of an atom, the electromagnetic field, or the standard model. I post them
merely to exhibit their anistropy, which clearly distinguishes r from p and q:

[p, q] = r, [q, r] = 0, [r, p] = 0, [p, q] := pq − qp. (2)

Here [p, q] represents the change generated by p in q, and r = −i~ is a constant. (2) is non-simple
because r by itself is a substructure singled out from the others. The same structural instability of
the canonical relations that causes infinities makes it easy to repair them. (2) can be simplified by
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an arbitrarily small change, which therefore need not destroy experimental agreement, thanks to
ubiquitous experimental error.

One simple variant of (2), suitably rescaled, is

[p, q] = r, [q, r] = p, [r, p] = q. (3)

The angular momentum of atoms and the isospin of the electroweak interactions have this simple
structure.

The canonical p and q guarantee infinities. (Technically, the trace of r is already infinite.) Since
pq − qp is 0 for numbers, canonical p and q cannot vanish together, leading to a zero-point energy.
Simple variables can have exact values all at once—provided they are 0; there need be no zero-point
energy. The simple structure permits representation by finite matrices, with no infinities.

Q morphs all the canonical structures of all strata of basic physics today, which resemble (2),
into simple ones like (3). The common time-energy-i canonical structure is the obviously eccentric,
non-simple

[E, t] = i~, [i~, E] = 0, [t, i~] = 0. (4)

A corresponding simple structure is

[E, t] = r, [r, E] = t, [t, r] = E (5)

in appropriate units. This admits a finite number of equally-spaced time-values in each frame,
without singling out some rest frame and violating special relativity. The canonical (4) re-emerges
from the simple when many r’s organize to a large maximum value that is allowed to approach ∞,
like the electron spins responsible for ferromagnetism.

But a true simplification must take into account the logical depth of nature:

Stratify! The strata of nature have been mathematically represented for centuries by those of
naive sets. These are created by two operations: (1) forming a multiplicity into a unit—bracing,
and (2) forming units into a multiplicity—multiplication (actually xor here). Bracing seeds the
next stratum, and multiplication populates it. They thus generate an infinite classical ontological
ladder of sets, designated here by S and illustrated in Table 1(Appendix). Each stratum of S
includes those below it. 1 is the empty set—the 0-ad—conventionally assigned to stratum 0. A
monad is a prime element, the result of a single bracing operation, not a product of other monads.
The xor of a monad with itself is empty: m2 = 1. Thus monads toggle, and cannot occur twice in
one set. A polynomial in any number of monads is called a polyadic.

Canonical quantum theory broke this ontological ladder by quantizing one high stratum alone.
Combinations of classical elements are classical. Therefore the quantum stratum of canonical quan-
tization cannot be borne out of its classical lower strata. The canonical quantum theory is like a
nuclear engine installed on the hull of a trireme. Deep quantization replaces the trireme.

A quantum time is one whose measurement disturbs other quantities, as shown by the exper-
imental fact that the order of the measurements matters. This distinguishes a frame-time—kept
by an experimenter and effectively classical—from a system-time, which is kept by the system and
may be quantum. Plato said that “time is the motion of the planets”. For atomic physics, this is a
frame-time. Planets are hardly disturbed when we read them, so Plato’s time is effectively classi-
cal. It correlates with a system-time when the ambient gravitational field is well known, preferably
nearly constant, so that the transport of time from the planet to the system is well defined. Quan-
tum gravity ends this. There the gravitational field is the main variable, an unknown, and the
frame-time has no strong relation to the system-time. The frame-time can still govern input and
output beams of a scattering experiment, where gravity is gentle. But within any target where
quantum gravity matters, the system-time must be local and quantum.

One might be tempted to cache the construct of time before entering this wilderness, but the
quantization strategy is to find quantum correspondents for everything that has worked. Deep
quantization assumes quantum correspondents for the classical constructs of time and causality.
It replaces the broken ontological ladder S with the process-based or praxiological assembly line
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Q. Every stratum has a simple symmetry, successively broken by the strata below it. The earliest
monadics of Q as well as S are listed in Table 1. We will find a Q time among the dyadics they
generate.

Deep quantum theories assign history state-vectors of a stratified physical system to some finite
stratum of the language Q. Call a stratified quantum system so describable in Q a Queue. Its
coordinates on every stratum all have finite values. Its classical or c limit—a Sea for short—is
continuous, a useful approximation when the quantum jumps in the basic Queue coordinates fall
below their just noticeable differences.

Energy and time are already conceptually inseparable, both in gravity theory and canonical
quantum theory. In gravity theory, energy-momentum warps space-time. In canonical quantum
theory each generates changes in the other; deep quantum theory morphs that canonical symmetry
between time and energy into a simple symmetry with a third rotational variable r, grossly broken
by the vacuum.

The simple structures of today—Fermi statistics, the internal charges, and the Lorentz transformations—
fit into Q. The non-simple ones—the Poincaré, Heisenberg, and Bose structures—do not, and Q
morphs them to fit.

Fortunately the least change will do. Canonical structures teeter unstably on thin ridges dividing
broad watersheds of simple ones. The least push in the right direction topples any canonical
structure off its ridge into a valley of the simple, which are all stable. Because the change can be
as small as we like, it need not break any existing experimental agreement, which always has error
bars, but eventually the difference becomes large; just as a line can be approximated by a circle
over any finite portion as closely as we like, but the two eventually differ greatly.

The canonical special-relativistic mechanics morphs into a simple one of a six-dimensional simple
symmetry called so(6) (up to signature) [3, 2, 5]. This simplification requires some stretching,
adding some new variables not yet observed. Deep quantization assumes that these are frozen by
organization in the present vacuum, and predict that they will manifest at high temperature.

Now time behaves like an angular momentum in one of the 15 coordinate planes of a six-
dimensional space. Fitting time into Q resolves this into many small elementary unit spins (of
so(6)). Each is a quantum trit—a variable with three values 0,±1.

Localize! Gravity and the standard model are the greatest extensions and triumphs of the lo-
cality principle so far, but they include crucial non-local and non-physical assumptions that can
only be corrected by going outside their world-view. General relativity does not say clearly what
its coordinates mean experimentally. Of necessity, astronomers use optical coordinates. These
clearly—and usefully—inform us about intervening gravitational fields as well as remote events.
Thus practical coordinate transformations fold gravity into space-time. General relativity is not
covariant under such transformations; for example one may bring Einstein’s gravitational equations
to a different form (say the harmonic form of Fock) by such a transformation. In the domain of
quantum gravity, such transformations lead to space-time coordinates that are quantum operators.
Assuming non-quantum space-time coordinates assumes a non-physical remote coordinatization.

This kind of non-locality shows up in both the time and the imaginary i of canonical quantum
theories, which identify those of the distant frame with those of the system. This is, again, a
comparison at a distance. To avoid it, deep quantization starts out with real numbers, not complex,
for its quantum transition amplitudes [4]. It replaces the constant imaginary i of Heisenberg and
Bose with the rotational operation r of (3), suitably normalized. This deep quantum variable will
be called the Eye of the Queue. It is frozen at a maximum in the ambient vacuum, but vacuum
meltdown thaws it. Just as the gravitational form is constant in special relativity and variable in
general relativity, the Eye is constant in canonical quantum theory and variable in deep quantum
theory.

The rest of this essay follows an outline provided by Aristotle. He said, “Time is the number of
motion with regard to before and after.” We describe the numbering, the motion, and the before-
and-after at a Q level of detail, paraphrasing Q in English. The next two sections are thick with
symbols of relativity and the standard model, but the last section returns to plainer language.
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2 The number . . .

We do not assemble and count quantum motions, or quantum processes in general, as we do pebbles.
A pre-quantum many-body state is a product of one-body states. It can contain a one-body state
as a factor any number of times, and the order of factors matters, interchanging two factors is like
interchanging two bodies. This describes the counting system called Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics.
It does not work at all on the canonical quantum level, so we do not take it for granted for the
deeper stratum of time.

The quantum statistics that seem to work at the surface level are Fermi and Bose. Sets also count
differently from Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics. Their elements do not repeat, and their ordering
does not matter. This describes classical Fermi statistics. It becomes the usual Fermi statistics
when one allows quantum superposition.

The usual Bose statistics allow any number of repetitions, and require products to be unaffected
by changes in the order of factors. It is canonical and so requires repair, which transmutes it
to Palev statistics [2]; indeed, (1) represents a Bose statistics and (2) a Palev. A Bose monadic
has unbounded occupancy in any polyadic, a Fermi monadic has occupancy bounded by 1, and a
Palev monadic has a fixed bound to its occupancy that has to be determined by experiment. For
example, experimentally, more than 1013 repetitions of a photon state-vector are allowed for laser
state-vectors, and possibly much more. Each upper bound to the occupancy is a different Palev
statistics.

Palev statistics, therefore, has infinitely many possibilities where Fermi and Bose have only one.
This creates a serious decision problem for the theorist, as well as a challenge for the experimentalist.
But Palev statistics, unlike Bose, is realized exactly by Fermi pairs, and the define the occupancy
uniquely. Therefore we adopt Fermi statistics on every stratum; and so Table 1.

Time arises in Q from the non-commutativity of Fermi statistics: Two monadics with positive
squares are space-like as directions but have a product with negative square that is time-like.
This is useful for special relativity, but in Q it also leads to some negative counts and negative
probabilities. This flouts classical probability theory. But in quantum theory, a negative count is
no more paradoxical—as Dirac said—than a negative bank account. Nature gives credit, subject
to the Pauli exclusion principle: only one of each kind. An output of a negative number of Queues
may be read as an input of a positive number of dual Queues, anti-Queues whose basic variables
have the opposite sign to those of the Queue. The number that is time takes both signs. The
marked difference we see between positive and negative energies is a property of the vacuum, which
fills all negative ones. This is possible because the number of levels to be filled is finite.

3 . . . of motion . . .

The motions numbered by time in Q are all composed out of the dyads underlying the Segal-Vilela-
Mendez quantum space-time (so(6)). These fit with the internal ones of GUT (so(10)) [6] into
a cell stratum of 16 monads. (so(16)), containing all possible fermion colors, spins, energy signs,
and input/output modes (Table 2 of the Appendix). Q multiplies many replicas of this cell to
make a a large structure of space-time-energy-momentum variables (so(2N)) on a higher stratum
of space-time-coordinates-and-momenta state-vectors, with one dimension for every possible event
in the system history relative to the chosen frame.

One can sum a coordinate over all members of a collection to obtain a coordinate of the collection,
on a higher stratum than its elements. Such higher-stratum variables have much larger spectra of
values than lower-stratum variables; for example, three binary variables can add up to a ternary
variable. In the present model, the stratum of the 16-element cell is two levels below the event
stratum and its variables have much smaller spectra. The variables of the cell stratum generate
those of the event stratum by replication and summation.

The effective uncertainty product for coordinates and associated momenta obeying (2) is the
magnitude of the rotational variable r. Since this has a cosmologically large value in the vacuum,
it and the Eye can decrease by many orders of magnitude for vacuum-dissociating excitations. The
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usual uncertainty relation gives Bose composites made of fermions, like the helium atom, a hard
core. Q allows soft-core composites.

Like an angular momentum, a Q time ranges from some minimum −M to a maximum +M in
ticks of one natural unit—the chronon. M and the chronon are quantum constants to be determined
by experiment like Planck’s. Near the beginning and end of a time, ordinary relativity does not
work well: The volume of space, indicated by the number of events with a given value of time,
approaches 0 at both the beginning and end of time. In middle times, around t = 0, the Eye is
depolarized and canonical quantum theory still does not work. Canonical quantum theory can still
work in times where the Eye of the Queue remains nearly polarized and the number of events is large
enough. Eye fluctuations of one part in

√
M would suffice and would not be currently observed.

All the state-vectors of the Sea would then come from the limit of this relatively small sector of
the Queue as M →∞. The effective Planck mass reduces to 0 when the effective Planck constant
does. This can greatly reduce the effective Planck mass mP =

√
~c/G for given Newton constant

G and lightspeed c. This may be another way to explain why the known particles are so light.
In Q the times and energies we experience in our various frames, together with the internal

variables like electric charge and quark color, are emergent properties of the cellular vacuum orga-
nization. Their observed values fit the long thin trusslike shell model (1) of the vacuum state-vector.
Each triangle stands for a 16-adic cell. The vertical arrow in the diagram stands in for 10 trans-
verse internal short quantum dimensions, one cell long, supporting the GUT SO(10) structure. The
horizontal edge of each triangle represents six short edges that support the Lorentz SO(4) structure
of special relativity and the complex-plane SO(2) structure. The horizontal arrow stands for four
longitudinal external quantum space-time dimensions of cosmological size M ∼ 25, a large number
defined in Table 1.

The known fermions are represented in Table 2 as Queues deriving their spins and so(10) colors
from the 10+6 monadics of stratum 3 and their orbital variables from the 26 monadics of level 6.

4 . . . as regards before and after

Next comes the Q concept of before and after, the causal relation of events. We Q the Einstein
road to gravity; this work is in process.

What is the causal relation? Two events are in the causal relation when news of one can reach
the other. Yes, but what is the causal relation? For Einstein in 1912, events at x and x + dx are
in the causal relation when the proper time squared is positive (dτ2 = −gnmdx

ndxm > 0). This
minus sign is convenient for the signs indicated by tildes in Table 1.

Einstein set out from special relativity guided by the equivalence principle: gravity can be
transformed away at any event by free fall. This led him to the principle of general covariance—
covariance under all infinitesimal transformations, diff E , is enough—which led him to his variable
metrical quadratic form and to the the above concept of Sea time. We Q his journey. Canonical
quantization partially repairs the top stratum, Q has to completely repair them all; must deep-
quantize general covariance and the quadratic form.

General covariance The infinitesimal changes of classical coordinates form a non-simple sym-
metry called diff E . Those of Q event coordinates form a simple symmetry structure of the Q event
stratum. Therefore deep-quantum general covariance is that simple symmetry structure, connecting
all Q events.

The deep-quantum correspondent of a space-time flow (vector field) is then a flow of the event
state-vector space (an element of so(E)), a kind of many-dimensional rotation.

The main function of the gravitational field of Einstein is to define a length for vectors in space-
time. Unlike the classical flows, the Q ones are born with a natural concept of length, a kind of
average square (the Killing form); this goes to∞ in the limit of vanishing chronon. Just as a curved
surface can sit in a flat space, Sea gravity presumably results when the Queue organizes itself into
a curved truss shell rather than the straight one of (1). The graviton is associated with curvature
along the longitudinal (so(6)) edges of the 16-dimensional cell and the GUT vector bosons with
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that along the transverse (SO(10)) edges; all the differences between these forces presumably come
from their differing relations to the vacuum shell. The fermions in all their colors and spins come
from the monadic elements of that cell.

A Q dynamics is defined by a state-vector assigning probability amplitudes to histories. To build
the dynamical theory one deep-quantizes the gravity-GUT dynamical theories (actions), simplifying
the composite symmetry structure much as Kaluza did, but two levels deeper, in the unit cell of the
cosmic crystal film. This is under way. In Kaluza-type theories one sought in vain for an energy to
curl the internal dimensions into small loops. Q events have no such loops, simply single spins [1],
with no compactification problem.

5 Deep quantum time

If Sea time is a continuous parameter like a knob, Queue time is many quantum single-pole triple-
throw toggle switches. When a dyadic acts on a Queue containing one of its two factors, that factor
discontinuously changes into the other. This is a contact exchange interaction between neighboring
Queues. Any time represents a sum of such dyadics; and so do the force fields of general relativity
and the standard model. They arise from the vacuum organization and so cannot enter into the
dynamics that forms it. Time does not give birth to such a vacuum but emerges from it.
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G 7 27
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. . . . . .

F 6 22216
˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜

. . .
˜

. . .
˜

. . .

E 5 2216 ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜
. . .

˜ ˜ ˜
. . .

˜
. . .

D 4 216 ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ = γ4, . . .

C 3 16 , ˜ = γ2, γ3

B 2 4 = γ1

A 1 2 = γ0

V = R 0 1 1

V = {0} −1 0 0

V = ∅ −2 −1 -

L L dL Monadics of S and Q

Table 1: Monadics. Basic monadics γq of the lower strata. Three trivial strata at the bot-
tom have no monadics. L is the numerical level of a mathematical stratum. L labels a hy-
pothesized physical stratum. The state-vector spaces of strata L = 1, . . . , 7 have dimension
dL = 2, 4, 16, 64K, 264K, d6, d7, where 2L is the hyperexponential: 2L+1 = 2(2L), 20 = 1. A, B,
. . ., G designate tentative physical assignments of these strata. “ ” designates 1, the empty Queue.
“ ” designates bracing. “˜” marks elements of negative square.
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R W B G P S E I X1 X2 · · · XN

ur + − − + −
uw − + − + −
ub − − + + −

dr + − − − +
dw − + − − +
db − − + − +

uC
r − + + − −
uC

w + − + − −
uC

b + + − − −

dC
r − + + + +
dC

w + − + + +
dC

b + + − + +

ν + + + + −
e + + + − +
eC − − − + +

N − − − − −

Duals
...

↑+ + + +
↑− + + −
↓+ + − +
↓− + − −

Duals
...

e1 + + . . . +
e2 + + . . . −
... +

...
...

...
e2N + − . . . −

Duals
...

Table 2: Q fermions. R,W,B,G,P are the SO(10) GUT fermion colors [6]. The standard model
colors are r, w, b. S,E, I are the signs of the spin Sz, the energy, and the i-charge. X1, . . . , XN

are commuting variables defining space-time-momentum-energy state-vectors. To design a fermion,
select one line from each box, multiply, and superpose. Example: e ⊗ ↑+ ⊗ e1 is an electron
emission with spin up at event e1.
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